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Abstract 
The VUV-FEL of the TESLA Test Facility (TTF) was 

built and is operated by an international collaboration. 
This facility is a test bench for super-conducting cavity 
technology and will be operated as a FEL user facility 
too. Both applications require a large user group with 
different interests to access the machine. For such 
international projects it is important to make best use of 
the world-wide competence and resources of the partners. 
Remote access and controls helps to allow the experts and 
users to contribute to the project. 

Adequate methods and tools are needed to support the 
information, communication and controls tasks over the 
lifetime of such a facility. This paper describes the 
environment and the experience with remote operations at 
TTF. 

INTRODUCTION 
The TESLA Test Facility (TTF) [1] was upgraded 

during the last years to provide an up to 1GeV electron 
beam. Six undulator sections are installed to operate the 
machine as a VUV-FEL for user experiments. In January 
2005 the first lasing at a wave length of 30nm was 
demonstrated.  

The facility was designed and built by the TESLA 
collaboration. A lot of contributions from other labs had 
to be integrated into the control system. Remote access 
allows the off-site institutes to do the main part of the 
maintenance from their home institutes. Beside repairs, 
measurements and experiments are done from remote 
sites. And experts have access to the equipment for 
diagnosis and improvements.   

Starting from 2001 shifts with one or two operators 
from Milano (Italy) has been successfully performed. 
With the installation of user experiments at the FEL beam 
lines a further group needs access to the data in the near 
future. It is foreseen to provide machine and experiment 
data to the user groups. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR REMOTE 
OPERATIONS 

Control system 
TTF was built by a collaboration. Different subsystems 

are equipped with their own controls. To provide the 
operators and the applications with all information, 
system integration was required. Several methods are 
used to integrate subsystems. The integrating control 
system is the Distributed Object Oriented Control System 
(DOOCS) [2]. Three systems are directly incorporated in 
the Application Programming Interface (API) of DOOCS: 
the native Remote Procedure Calls [2], TINE [3] and 

Channel Access [4]. Other systems are added by 
gateways. A gateway is a server process that talks another 
protocol or shares the information and commands by a 
shared memory or a file. 

Furthermore a lot of effort was put in connecting all 
data and control points to the control system. Even the 
local control room operates the whole machine by an 
Ethernet connection. No extra wires for scopes or video 
images are used. Local and remote users can retrieve and 
control the same data. 
 

Machine Protection 
A reliable machine protection is very important for 

remote operations since a far connection might fail. But, 
equipment can fail on the local site as well and therefore a 
good protection system is always necessary. The TTF 
linac is protected by two systems. A PLC based system is 
used to react in the millisecond time range for slow 
events. Slow sources of interlocks are vacuum valves, 
water systems, screens, cryogenics, magnets and 
temperatures. Fast response is implemented by a 
dedicated hardware that switches off the beam within 3 
microseconds. This fast interlock is driven by toroids 
measuring the difference of beam currents at two 
locations and by photo multipliers to detect beam losses.  

Both systems are realized without control system 
intervention. The control system can read all events and 
records the failures. Only authorized experts can disable 
input channels of the interlock system. These disabled 
inputs are clearly marked and visible to the operators.  
 

Network Security 
Opening a machine to the internet includes the risk of 

unauthorized accesses. To protect TTF from this danger a 
firewall has been installed between the controls network 
and the outside of DESY. This firewall is open for the 
SSL and web port only and restricted to a few selected 
remote nodes. The programs to control the linac are 
executed on a server close to TTF. On the remote site an 
X-display is necessary. All data is tunnelled through a 
save SSL connection.  

The application server installed at the accelerator site 
has the advantage that no downloads of software is 
needed. This ensures that local and remote users always 
see the same versions of programs. Direct links from a 
remote console to all front-ends would be a problem since 
it requests to open and maintain a lot of ports in the 
firewall. Furthermore, high levels of security in all front-
end machines have to be guaranteed and all operating 
systems have to be upgraded regularly. For some older 
operating system this would be a problem.  
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partners to be better integrated in the activities a video 
conference for the shift turnover meetings is helpful. This 
is still missing in TTF.  
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During the shifts a video and audio link is used. The 
free and multi-platform tool VRVS [4] is used. A good 
audio quality is more important than the video quality. 
Echo cancellation is absolutely required for a longer 
conversation. A simple headset or a speaker with build-in 
echo cancellation can be used.  

EXPERIENCE WITH REMOTE 
OPERATIONS 

Since almost all information of the control system is 
available on the network, it is possible to control the linac 
from other institutes. Complete operations of the machine 
is done from INFN Milano and a lot of experience has 
been gained during these shifts. Other institutes are 

k 
Figure 1: Networ
All servers provide checks for authorization of write 
ccesses. This protection grants the modifications of 
alues only to authorized users.  

-LogBook 
A paper based logbook would not work for remote 

hifts. Therefore it was necessary to develop an electronic 
ool that can be used from all remote places. In addition 
n e-LogBook has several further advantages. It allows 
eeping more people in their offices with a close contact 
o the operation. The logbook informs on all problems, 

easurements, achievements and documentations. It is 
he common place for information. Images, graphics or 
ocuments can be inserted by a print command from all 
pplications or by an upload of a local file. With the help 
f the search functions it is easy to find entries for a talk 
or instance.  

connected to the system to do remote measurements or 
maintenance of the linac subsystems. Two further injector 
prototypes in Fermilab (A0) and Zeuthen (PITZ) are part 
of the collaboration. Some measurements were also 
performed from Hamburg for instance. In future the users 
of the FEL experiments might access there data or the 
linac repository from remote site. And quite often experts 
are called at home or other places to help to solve 
problems by remote access.  

SLACSLAC

As mentioned, most of the experience gained in the past 
years is from the remote operation of the TTF Linac from 
INFN Milano. 

 

The first remote shift was done in 2001 with a 
simplified set-up based on a Linux PC, two monitors, and 
a standard kit for web conferences. At that time, some of 
the hardware components (p. es. Oscilloscopes) were not 
accessible remotely. Already from the beginning we k 
Figure 3: The electronic logboo
The TTF e-LogBook uses modern Web technologies. 
ata is stored in flexible XML files. The pages are 
enerated dynamically by an Apache/Tomcat web-server. 
 full description is provided in a further paper [3]. 

ideo Conferencing 
Video communication is needed for common shifts 
ith a remote and local operator. To allow the remote 
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Figure 2: Remote sites
igured out that the communication issue plays a key role 
n the success of remote operation of a machine.  

The more important issues, we recognized relevant to 
he success of remote operation, are:  
 A tight link between the operator at the remote site 

and the operator at the accelerator site to have an on-
line discussion about the machine operation. 



• The possibility to communicate with the different 
shift-crews to share a common knowledge and kow-
how of the accelerator operation. 

• An updated status of the overall machine program 
• A “discussion corner” where an open discussion is 

possible with machine and experiment experts.  
The today system set-up in Milano is a LINUX PC with 

four monitors, a web-cam and speaker/microphone kit 
with echo cancellation. 
 

Fig. 4. Remote console in Milano. The system is based on 
Linux PC. 

 
Since 2001, many improvements have been done and 

today the majority of the hardware components might be 
controlled remotely. The control of the cameras along the 
linac and the image acquisition [5] is now done via a web-
based interface which has improved the possibility of 
remote operation of the system. The software for the 
control of the accelerator is also smoothly operated from 
Milano. The applications needed for data acquisition and 
analysis - based on MATLAB - are operated from Milano 
with reduced performances due to the slow export of the 
MATLAB session via X11. For these JAVA based 
applications, a VNC connection has been tested with 
encouraging results. The stability of the connection is of 
course crucial for the realization of a remote shift and we 
have had only few interruptions during the many shifts 
done up to now. 

As mentioned before, one of the key issue is the 

communication both video and audio either from a 
technical or from a “human” point of view. 

The technical aspects of the communication have been 
solved using VRVS which is stable enough to allow 
operation. Also in this case we experience some 
interruption of the connection with minor influence on the 
machine operation. The hardware set-up at the accelerator 
site has to cope with a large control room and hence the 
quality of the audio is sometimes poor and it might be 
difficult to have a continuous face-to-face connection. A 
proper tuning of the audio improves considerably the 
connection quality. Despite these minor difficulties, this 
video conferencing approach has shown good 
performances. 

The “human” aspect is indeed more difficult to 
approach. The main issue is the involvement of the 
remote crew in the machine related activities that are on-
going at the accelerator site. In TTF case, we have 
briefing at the exchange of the crews, daily meeting, 
weekly program and long term program. While the first 
item is easily covered with a small video conference at 
the beginning and at the end of the shift, the daily meeting 
has not yet been made available on line. This limits the 
involvement of the remote crew in the daily life of the 
machine operation. Week and long term program are 
important for the perspective in which the machine 
operation is done. These issues are less important for 
“daily” remote operations but, from the perspective of the 
crew motivation, play a significant stimulating role.  

CONCLUSIONS 
The shifts from remote locations show that remote 

operations are possible with a good quality. Remote 
maintenance is a standard procedure at TTF since several 
years. Concerns about the machine protection and 
security are covered by hardware interlocks and in 
addition by a firewall. Since this is also necessary for 
local operations it did not require additional investments.  

Communication is a main concern in remote 
connections. The used video conferencing tool VRVS still 
needs too much attention. A tighter connection of the 
remote site to all kinds of discussions and decisions is 
recommended. On the other hand the electronic logbook 
provides most of the daily information that are required to 
be informed of the ongoing measurements, programs and 
problems.  
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